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Chapterr 7
Dynamicc Load Balancing:
Automaticc Control of Execution Threads
Whenn one's ill or unhappy, one needs something outside oneself to hold one
up.. It is a good thing, I think, when one has been knocked out of one's
balance,, to have some external job or duty to hang on to.
—Aldouss Leonard Huxley

7.11

Introduction

Thee progressive use of event-driven simulation techniques as an essential approachh to problem solving in, for example, science, engineering, and economics,
hass urged the need for robust performance. Efforts to parallelize the discrete
eventt simulation execution mechanism resulted in two different parallel discretee event simulation (PDES) protocol classes: conservative and optimistic. In
thee preceding chapters of this thesis, we have extensively studied the performancee and execution behavior of the optimistic scheduling protocol Time Warp.
Thee performance of parallel programs, and in particular of optimistic simulations,, is (negatively) influenced by the appearance of load imbalance over the
processingg nodes of the parallel or distributed computing platform. Due the
veryy complex execution patterns in optimistic simulation, the load imbalance
cannott be predicted before the execution of the parallel simulation. Hence, we
mustt solve the load imbalance dynamically. To this end, we need an execution
environmentt that allows for the dynamic migration of execution threads (processes,, threads, or objects) from overloaded processing nodes to "underloaded"
orr less loaded processing nodes.
Thee Polder project is an experiment framework for wide-area resource management,, which deals with both resource allocation and job placement, and dynamicc resource management in local clusters. The main contribution of this
chapterr is the presentation of the design and implementation of, and experimentationn with, dynamic resource management local to a cluster. The dynamic
resourcee management environment is named Dynamite, and incorporates provisionss for transparent process migration that allow for efficient load balancing
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off parallel jobs over the processing nodes of the cluster.
Thee development of Dynamite is the first step towards dynamic load balancingg of execution threads in PDES. Dynamic load balancing of parallel jobs
iss a complex task and a research topic t h a t is extensively studied. Dynamic
loadd balancing of PDES can be even more complex, as the notion of workload
mustt be redefined, see for example thrashing behavior that incurs tremendous
amountss of work but no progress (or useful work). Also, we have to consider
whichh class of PDES applications can potentially benefit from dynamic load
balancingg over the processing nodes of a cluster. By the amount of event messagess in PDES, the communication latency is a considerable factor in the determinationn of the performance. In this respect, self-initiated simulation applications,, where the simulation processes schedule most of their events to themselves,, seems to offer a good opportunity. The remainder of the introduction
presentss the general setting of wide-area resource management and dynamic
loadd balancing local to a cluster. The challenges of dynamic load balancing
off PDES are not considered in this chapter, but some ideas are discussed in
Sectionn 7.7.
Thee current developments in clusters of workstations, and on a larger scale
wide-areaa distributed computing, or "grid" technologies (Foster and Kesselman
1998),, indicate the importance of resource management to determine the efficacyy of a distributed computing environment. In distributed environments the
typicall set of jobs consists of interactive and batch jobs, which in turn can be
sequentiall or parallel execution runs. By the diversity of the jobs offered to the
distributedd environment—interactive users start sequential and parallel jobs,
andd batch jobs arrive with some arrival probability distribution function—both
thee demand for, and the availability of resources are highly dynamic.
Resourcee management in distributed environments spans a variety of activitiess such as job scheduling, I/O scheduling, load balancing, etc. In order
too optimize performance of applications, or the utilization of resources, the resourcee management system should be able to react on changes in the distributedd computing environment. As a consequence, several facilities have to be
madee available to the distributed computing environment in order to interact
withh resources and applications. The term "metacomputing" was introduced
byy Smarr and Catlett (1992), as a reference to such a set of widely different
computingg resources t h a t presents itself to the user as a single computing environment. .
AA serious problem hampering the development of metacomputing environmentss is the lack of a sound theoretical basis for resource management strategiess to build upon. In order to break the impasse, we developed an experimentall environment that provides a framework for the development and evaluationn of the various components making up the metacomputer (van Halderen
ett al. 1998). The experimental environment is essentially a metacomputer in
itss functionality and characteristics, but allows to study, for example, differentt policies for resource management or test designs and implementations of
scalablee I/O libraries, and the validation of theories.

7.27.2 Background and Design Aspects
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Inn this chapter we focus on issues concerned with dynamic load balancing
off parallel applications within a local cluster in the metacomputing environment.. With the availability of high-speed networks, clusters of workstations
achievee the same scalable parallelism as the current massively parallel processorr (MPP) architectures. Hence, we currently witness a shift of emphasis in
high-performancee computing from expensive, special-purpose monolithic systemss to the use of clusters of workstations or PCs. When using time-shared
workstationn clusters as high-performance computing servers, however, one has
too cope with the dynamical behavior of the compute nodes, the network load
andd the application tasks. These can lead to local load imbalances, which hamperr the application's execution and the overall system performance.
Onee way to deal with this dynamically changing resource requirement
wouldd be an adaptive system that supports the migration of processes from
overloadedd to under-loaded processors at runtime, without interference from
thee programmer. In addition, the resulting adaptive system should hide the
complexityy of the load balancing from the programmer/end-user. These observationss resulted in the design and implementation of an experimental adaptive
systemm called Dynamite.
Thee chapter is outlined as follows. Section 7.2 describes the current hardwaree and software trends in cluster and metacomputing. In Section 7.3 the
Polderr metacomputer framework is introduced. This section gives a global perspectivee of the research goals we are aiming for. The next sections, Section 7.4
andd Section 7.5, present the main contribution of this chapter, namely the designn and implementation of a local-area load balancing facility incorporated
withinn a message passing library. The ideas and design of a local-area scheduler,, i.e., process monitoring and migration decision, are presented briefly. The
designn and implementation of parallel process migration and restart are describedd in detail. A series of experiments and results are presented in Sectionn 7.6. Finally, Section 7.7 discusses the results and observations of the Dynamitee environment, and concludes with suggestions for future work.

7.22 Background and Design Aspects
Thee current developments in high performance cluster computing and metacomputingg are moving along two axis: hardware and software. The hardwaree development of parallel supercomputing and modern networks/clusters
off workstations are directing to the same point on the horizon. The compute
nodess in the parallel supercomputer are the same processors found in workstations,, and the performances of the distinguished proprietary interconnectionn networks are attained by independently available network interfaces such
ass Gigabit Ethernet, Fibre Channel, HIPPI, or Myrinet. Progress in wideareaa networking, e.g., SONET and ATM, motivated the development of softwaree infrastructures that smoothly integrate distant distributed resources into
aa metacomputer that enables the coordinated implementation of high performancee applications.
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7.2.11 Trends in Hardware
Thee development of high speed networks, both for local-area and wide-area
networks,, has triggered a refocus on the hardware used in high performance
computing,, and in particular a refocus on distributed memory architectures.
Forr example, the massively parallel processors (MPPs) that are used to solve
largee computational problems, are distinct by their proprietary message passingg networks, i.e., communication backplanes specifically designed for a family
off MPPs. With the advent of fast network interfaces that are generally available,, like (switched) Gigabit Ethernet, Fibre Channel, H I P P P , and Myrinet,
thee same large computational problems can be solved effectively on clusters of
workstationss connected by a local-area network (LAN). In particular Myrinet is
ann outstanding example of how technology used for communication and switchingg in MPPs has evolved to a high speed LAN.
Thee availability of high speed LAN has initiated a number of research
projectss to build parallel supercomputers made of "commodity off the shelf"
(COTS)) components. Although the projects described below also cover software
issues,, their main focus is the implementation of a parallel supercomputer.
Thee Beowulf project (Warren et al. 1997) aims to develop a parallel computerr architecture based upon Pentium Pro processors and switched Fast Ethernett communication links (i.e., switched Fast Ethernet is not used as a broadcastt medium, but rather as a point-to-point interconnection fabric giving the
fulll 100 Mbit/s bandwidth). In addition with the availability of powerful, free
operatingg systems (Linux, FreeBSD) and message passing interfaces (MPI),
thee Beowulf project realized a low-cost commodity parallel computer. With a
16-nodee parallel computer a sustained performance of one Gflop/s has been
obtainedd on scientific applications. A number of Beowulf offsprings have been
build,, among which the 140-node DEC Alpha cluster Avalon, the 276-node DEC
Alphaa cluster Jet (interconnected with Myrinet), and the 56-node (dual processor)) Pentium II cluster SWARM. The Avalon cluster achieves 12.83 Gflop/s
runningg a 64 million particle molecular dynamics simulation (SPaSM) on 70
nodess (Warren et al. 1998).
Ann interesting initiative t h a t combines both high speed LAN and WAN interconnectionss in the implementation of a high performance computing platformm is the Distributed ASCI Supercomputer (DAS)+. The DAS is a 200-node
wide-areaa distributed system built out of four Myrinet-based Pentium Pro clusters.. The four clusters are located at four universities: Free University Amsterdam,, University of Amsterdam, Delft University of Technology, and University
off Leiden.
Eachh node contains a Pentium Pro, 128 MB RAM, a 2.5 GB local disk, a
Myrinett interface card, and a Fast Ethernet interface card. The nodes within a
locall cluster are connected by a Myrinet SAN network (SAN stands for system
areaa network), which is used as a high speed interconnection, mapped in userspace.. Fast Ethernet is used as the operating system network for NFS services,
"Thee new HIPPI-6400-PH ANSI standard provides 6.4 Gbit/s throughput.
+
http://www.asci.tudelft.nl/das/das.shtmll or http://www.cs.vu.nl/das/
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etc.. The four local clusters are connected by an ATM wide-area network, so
thee entire system can be used as a 200-node wide-area distributed cluster (see
Fig.. 7.1). The system runs the Linux operating system.
CDD

Myrinet switch
LANN network
(Myrinett and Fast Ethernet)
WANN network (AIM)

ii

WAN

Figuree 7.1: Overview of the DAS Architecture. Four local-area Myrinet clusters
aree connected by an ATM wide-area network.

Thee DAS distributed supercomputer, with its high speed local-area and
wide-areaa interconnections, can be regarded as a prototypical metacomputer
architecturee for the near future. In this respect, the DAS architecture provides
aa unique experimental testbed for research in metacomputer software infrastructures. .

7.2.22 Trends in Software
Neww technologies in wide-area networks have resulted in a new impetus to
researchh directed to provide coordinated network services. The feasibility
off wide-area high speed network technology (e.g., ATM, but also HIPPI and
IPP over SONET) has been demonstrated by the implementation of network
testbedss including BERKOM, CASA, Abilene, and vBNS (Abilene and vBNS
takee part in the Internet2 consortium). The aggregation of distributed and high
performancee resources on high speed networks will change the perspective on
distributedd computing and have an impact on the development of scientific applications.. In a similar way as parallel computing enabled scientists to solve
computationall problems that could not be obtained efficiently by sequential
computing,, aggregated distributed resources can engage larger computational
powerr to a single application.
Althoughh the hardware developments in high speed networks are impressive,, the services provided to use the aggregated distributed resources in a coordinatedd manner are still in their infancy. To fully exploit the potential of distributedd resources on coordinated networks, a software infrastructure must be
developedd to provide easy to use and transparent access to the resources. This
softwaree infrastructure, the metacomputer (Smarr and Catlett 1992), manages
thee complexity of the underlying physical system for the user. The key observationn in metacomputing environments is that with the current conceptual
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model,, interacting autonomous hosts are stretched into a regime for which they
weree not designed. This has resulted in a collection of partial solutions without
coherencee and scalability. The challenge is to provide an integrated foundation
t h a tt hides the underlying physical infrastructure from users and from the majorityy of programmers. By seamlessly integrating the diverse computational
resources,, the metacomputer provides a platform that fulfills the requirements
off a new class of resource-intensive applications.
Twoo projects that are exemplary for the current trends in metacomputing
researchh are Legion and Globus. A prototype of the Legion metacomputer and
preliminaryy versions of Globus components have been demonstrated successfullyy as part of the I-WAY network experiment (DeFanti et al. 1996). Globus
andd Legion are currently used to provide the infrastructure for the National
Technologyy Grid (Stevens et al. 1997; Foster and Kesselman 1998).
Legionn is a metacomputer project designed to provide users with a transparentt interface to the available resources, both at the programming interface
levell and at the user level (Grimshaw and Wulf 1996). Legion uses an objectorientedd framework that enables a coherent solution to problems like access
support,, location, fault transparency, inter-operability, security, etc. The objects,, written in either an object-oriented language or other languages such as
C,, will interact with other objects via well-defined interfaces. The use of objects
allowss for substantial flexibility in the semantics of user applications; a user
iss able to select both the kind and level of functionality, and make their own
trade-offss between function and cost (e.g., the level of security in authentication). .
Thee Globus (Foster and Kesselman 1997) project addresses the metacomputingg challenge by a vertically integrated treatment of application, middleware,, and network. In the Globus perspective, metacomputing can build on
distributedd and parallel software technologies, but also requires significant
advancess in mechanisms, techniques, and tools. The metacomputing softwaree problem is approached from the bottom up, by developing basic mechanismss such as communication, authentication, network information and data
access.. These low-level components define a metacomputing abstract machine
onn which can be constructed a range of alternative infrastructures, higher-level
services,, and applications.
Thee long term goal of the Globus project is to construct an integrated set
off higher-level services t h a t enable applications to adapt to heterogeneous and
dynamicallyy changing metacomputer environments. The adaptive applications
aree able to configure themselves to fit the execution environment and optimize
thee performance.
Essentiall to the success of metacomputing is careful scheduling. Generally,
theree are two performance optimization objectives in wide-area systems: high
performancee computing (reducing turnaround time of jobs) and high throughputt computing (e.g., maximize the aggregate amount of work per time period).
Givenn one of these two goals, the scheduling process must decide where a job
andd its constituent tasks will run. The objectives and issues that must be addressedd by a wide-area scheduling system are more complex than in local clus-
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terr scheduling systems (Weissman and Grimshaw 1996; Chapin et al. 1999).
Forr example, the wide-area scheduler should make use of the heterogeneity
inn the metacomputer by efficiently exploiting remote resources. However, in a
metacomputingg setting, resources are often managed by separate local schedulerss (e.g., Condor, Codine, LSF) which are not coordinated. Consequently, the
wide-areaa scheduler must make decisions in concert with the local site schedulers.. The CCS system (Keller et al. 1999) is a typical example of a resource
managementt system that was originally developed for high performance MPPs,
andd is adapted to modern workstation clusters. It provides allocation of exclusivee and non-exclusive resources, scheduling of interactive and batch jobs, and
hass an open, extensible interface to other resource management systems.
Thee delicate interplay of the wide-area scheduler with the local site schedulerss is one of the research interests in the Polder metacomputer project, which
iss presented in the next section.

7.33 The Polder Metacomputer Experimental
Framework k
Thee Polder metacomputer initiative (O vereinder and Sloot 1997; van Hal deren
ett al. 1998) is an ambitions project that aims to provide an experimental frameworkk for metacomputer design tradeoffs and gradually build a metacomputer
environmentt that organizes heterogeneous distributed resources into one singlee computing environment with a uniform access. By its distributed nature,
thee resources are administered by local authorizing resource managers. Therefore,, the Polder metacomputer must incorporate existing management softwaree concerning resource control, access control, accounting and monitoring
whilee supporting the multitude of hardware platforms present within the distributedd system.
Inn the Polder metacomputer experiment different ways of use of metacomputingg are addressed: high performance computing, high throughput computing,, multi-site computing and automatic task balancing for dynamic resources.. Each of these different usages of the metacomputing environment
hass its own requirements with respect to the services provided by the metacomputer.. The underlying mechanisms should be flexible and generic in order
too efficiently support these different requirements in services. To tackle these
problems,, a number of subprojects have been initiated to deal with issues like
metacomputerr access and job submission, wide-area and local scheduling, load
balancing,, and scalable I/O. These subprojects are performed by the differentt participants in the Polder initiative, among which the University of Amsterdam,, NIKHEF (Amsterdam), Delft University of Technology, University of
Wisconsin-Madison,, and Paderborn Center for Parallel Computing.
Somee of the issues concerning metacomputer access and job submission,
wide-areaa scheduling, and local-area load balancing are discussed in the next
section.. Within the MOL partner project, the PLUS lightweight communica-
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tionn interface (Brune et al. 1997b) addresses inter-operability between heterogeneouss platforms and different message passing layers. PLUS encapsulatess message passing specific communication primitives (e.g., MPI_Send,
pvm_send)) and enables inter-operability between MPI and PVM applications.

7.3.11 Resource Management in the Polder Metacompiler
Thee efficiency of a metacomputing system can be viewed in two different ways.
Forr high performance computing (HPC) a parallel job perspective is taken. The
systemm performance is defined in terms of the turnaround time of highly demandingg parallel jobs. In the view taken by high throughput computing (HTC),
thee performance of the system is mainly defined in terms of the number of jobs
thatt are processed within a certain period of time.
Thee global resource management structure of the Polder metacomputer
modell is depicted in Fig. 7.2. The structure determines how the heterogeneous
distributedd resources are presented to the metacomputer user or application.
Onn the base-level there are resources (e.g., workstations, MPPs, or I/O devices)
administeredd by a local resource manager (e.g., Condor, Codine, or LSF). The
aggregatedd local resources (that is, at the base-level the resources administered
byy the local resource manager) are represented by self-describing active agents.
Thesee agents (in Fig. 7.2 the entities in the shaded area) describe the type of
resources,, amount of memory, disk space, connectivity, etc.—the agent is essentiallyy not limited in its descriptive plurality. The agents can be aggregated
intoo a new agent, and hence represent a larger set of distributed resources.
Thee aggregation of agents and the information advertised by the agents can
reflectt local authorization decisions. Although the organization of the agents is
hierarchical,, the perspective to resources is one-dimensional; that is, a unified
vieww to the heterogeneous distributed resources on a coordinated network.
Metacomputerr Access Interface

Softwaree Infrastructure (Metacomputer)

Locall RM (Condor, Codine, LSF, ...)
Resourcess (workstations, MPPs, SMPs)

Figuree 7.2: The Polder metacomputer global resource management model. The
softwaree infrastructure (active agents) organizes the distributed resources to a
metacomputer. .
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Thee Polder metacomputer access interface is distributed and WWW-based
too allow for a scalable, flexible and generic interface that interacts with the resourcee agents. The wide-area resource management actually takes place at the
metacomputerr access interface. Upon job submission via the access interface—
withh the job requirements being specified—the agents start with bidding on
thee job. In accordance with the wide-area scheduling policy, one of the agents
offerss the best fit on the job requirements. The job and its constituent tasks
aree allocated to the resources in coordination with the local resource manager.
Inn this top-down approach, the wide-area scheduler determines the resources
assignedd to a job, and direct the local resource managers to actually allocate
thesee resources.
Wide-areaa scheduling is a complex problem and subject of various research
projects.. Within the Polder metacomputer project a simulation model of the resourcee management infrastructure has been developed to allow for rapid prototypingg and evaluation of scheduling strategies (Santoso et al. 2000). Experimentss with scheduling strategies under strict conditions can be instrumented
onn top of the resource management simulation model, which is essential for
validationn with theoretical models. After a scheduling algorithm has been thoroughlyy evaluated, it can be integrated within the metacomputing environment.
Thee previous discussion did not mention the scheduler for dynamic load
balancingg in a local-area cluster. This subject is presented in Section 7.5.1,
wheree the Dynamite local-area scheduler is introduced.

7.3.22 The Curse of Dynamics
Inn general the resources in the metacomputing environment are not exclusively
allocatedd to one user or application, that is, resources are often shared among
userss and applications. Consequently, changes in the distributed system such
ass variation in demand of processor power, variation in number of available resources,, or dynamic changes in the runtime behavior of the application, hamperr the efficient use of the metacomputing environment.
Consider,, for example, an application that after a straightforward domain
decomposition,, is mapped onto the processors of a parallel architecture. If the
hardwaree system is homogeneous and allocated to only one application program,, then the execution will run balanced until completion: we have mapped
aa static resource problem to a static resource system. However, if the underlyingg hardware system is a cluster of multi-user workstations we run into problemss because the available processing capacity per node may change: in this
casee the static resource problem is mapped to a system with dynamic resources,
resultingg in a potentially unbalanced execution. Things can get even more complicatedd if we consider the execution of an application with a dynamic runtime
behaviorr on a metacomputer environment, i.e., the mapping of a dynamic resourcee problem onto a dynamic resource machine. The notion of redundant
decompositionn has been posed by de Ronde et al. (1996) to introduce sufficiënt
richnessrichness in parallel tasks to make a balanced workload in such a dynamic resourcee machine possible.
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Onee way of dealing with this dynamically changing resource requirement
wouldd be to dynamically rebalance a job and its (parallel) constituents by migrationn of processes from overloaded to under-loaded resources at runtime. If
thee dynamic load balancing occurs locally, the wide-area scheduler does not
participate.. However, the local resource manager might request the wide-area
schedulerr that a job be re-scheduled elsewhere. The next section describes the
designn and implementation of these functionalities that are needed for dynamic
loadd balancing, i.e., process migration of running (parallel) jobs.
staticc task load

staticc task
allocation n

staticc resource
load d

dynamicc task load

dynamical l
reallocation n
dynamicc resource
load d

Figuree 7.3: Task allocation of static and dynamic applications and resources.

7.44 Dynamite: Process Migration in Message
Passingg Environments
Processs migration support can be incorporated at two operation levels: operatingating system level and user level. In operating system level implementations
thee resource management facilities are supported by the OS kernel. Examples
off such systems are Mach (Milojicic et al. 1993), Sprite (Doughs and Ousterhoutt 1991), and MOSIX (Barak and La'aden 1998). User level designs and
implementationss of adaptive systems include dynamic resource management
facilitiess by providing their own dynamic load balancing runtime support. Exampless of user level designs are Condor (Litzkow et al. 1988) for sequential,
andd MPVM (Casas et al. 1995) for parallel application systems.
Inn our project we have the following design constraints for the process migrationn facility:
since we assume that the major computational resource is a scalable clusterr environment, the application programming model must be based on
messagee passing;
it is essential we support a platform independent operating system, thereforee the operating system should be Unix;
by hiding the complexity in libraries, the dynamic load balance runtime
supportt system must be incorporated at user level.

7.47.4 Dynamite: Process Migration in Message Passing Environments
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Furthermore,, the design of a self-contained experimental environment for
dynamicc load balancing of parallel application systems should include at least
thee following three components: (i) parallel programming environment, (ii) parallell runtime support system, and (iii) checkpointing/migration facility. The
parallell programming environment enables the programmer to decompose the
applicationn problem into parallel subtasks. The parallel runtime support systemm allows for the parallel execution of the parallel application system; and the
checkpoint/migrationn facility extends the runtime support system with functionalityy necessary for dynamic load balancing.
Thee first two facilities are provided by the PVM system (Sunderam et al.
1994).. The PVM system includes an application programming interface for
parallell program development and a runtime support system to allow for parallell execution of the application. The task checkpoint/migration functionality
extensionn must be integrated with the PVM runtime support. The choice to
usee PVM as the basic parallel programming environment is motivated by the
freee availability of the source code and the extendibility of the runtime support.
Thee application programming interface incorporates the dynamic addition and
deletionn of hosts (resources) and processes.
Thesee design constraints have motivated the development of Dynamic PVM
orr DPVM for short (Dikken et al. 1994; Overeinder et al. 1996). The developmentt of DPVM is now continued in the Dynamite project (van Albada et al.
1999;; Iskra et al. 2000). Dynamite is an acronym for Dynamic Task Migration
Environment,, and currently supports PVM-based programs only. However, the
principless of Dynamite should be easily portable to MPI (MPI Forum 1998).
Bothh message passing environments are generally available on many different
platformss and allow for the extension of process migration into their libraries.
Althoughh the checkpoint/migration design considerations are equal for PVM
andd MPI, there are some differences in the implementation. PVM (as basis for
DPVM/Dynamite)) is a message passing environment that also includes processs creation and termination, and other resource management functionalities
suchh as primitives for the allocation and deallocation of resources. The MPI1.11 definition however, does not include any hooks for resource management
functionalitiess required with process migration. This has to be included in
thee MPI runtime support system, but must be transparent to the application
programmer.. The MPI-2 definition includes process management, but no resourcee control as in PVM. MPI-2 assumes that resource control is provided
externally—probablyy by computer vendors, in the case of tightly coupled systems,, or by a third party software package when the environment is a cluster
off workstations.
Inn the following discussion we briefly outline aspects of the PVM system
andd present the design issues to incorporate checkpoint/migration facilities in
Dynamite. .
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7.4.11 The PVM System
Thee PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) system presents an integrated environmentt for heterogeneous concurrent computing on a network of workstations.
Thee computational model is process-based, that is, the unit of parallelism in
PVMM is an independent sequential thread of control, called a task. A collection
off tasks constituting the parallel application, cooperate by explicitly sending
andd receiving messages to one another. The support for heterogeneity permits
thee exchange of any data type between machines having different data representations. .
Thee PVM system consists of two parts: a daemon, called pvmd, and a library
off PVM interface routines, the pvmlib. The PVM daemon and library enable a
uniformm view of the network of workstations, called hosts in PVM, as a parallel
virtuall machine.
Eachh host in the virtual machine is represented by a daemon that takes care
off task creation and dynamic (re-)configuration of the parallel virtual machine.
PVMM tasks are assigned to the available hosts using a round-robin allocation
scheme.. Once a task is started, it runs on the assigned host until completion,
i.e.,, the task is statically allocated.
Thee PVM library implements the application programming interface that
includess primitives for process creation and termination, host addition and
deletion,, coordinating tasks, and message-passing primitives. The underlyingg communication model can be classified as asynchronous message-passing,
wheree the messages are buffered at the receiving end. An important aspect of
thee communication model is that the message order from each sender to each
receiverr in the system is preserved. The PVM message-passing interface suppliess both point-to-point communication primitives and global communication

Figuree 7.4: The PVM system composed of daemons and tasks.
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primitivess based on dynamic process groups. To enable the use of heterogeneouss host pools, messages can be encoded using an external data representationn (see XDR (Sun Microsystems, Inc. 1987)).
AA relevant issue in the context of the forthcoming discussion, is message
routing.. PVM supports two routing mechanism for messages, namely indirect
andd direct routing. By default, the messages exchanged between tasks are
indirectlyy routed via the PVM daemon. With indirect routing, a task sends
thee messages first to the local PVM daemon. The local daemon determines
thee host on which the destination task resides, and sends the message over
thee User Datagram Protocol (UDP) transport-layer to the responsible daemon.
Thiss daemon eventually delivers the message to the destination task. For examplee in Fig. 7.4, an indirect path from task a1 to b2 goes via pvmd A and pvmd
B.. Direct message routing allows a task to send messages to another task directlyy over a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) link, without interference of
thee PVM daemons and thereby enhancing communication performance (see for
examplee the TCP connection between tasks a1 and d in Fig. 7.4).

7.4.22 Design Aspects of Process Migration in Dynamite
Processs migration (operating system level and user level) is realized by the
movementt of an active process from one machine to another in a parallel or
distributedd computing system. The process is suspended and detached from
itss environment, its state and data (the checkpoint) transfered to the destinationn host, where it is restarted and attached to the destination environment.
Thee major requirement for providing a migration facility is transparency: the
executionn of a process should proceed as if the migration never took place. In
parallell application systems like PVM applications, this transparency should
holdd also for the migrated process's communication partners. The application
programss then do not have to take into account for possible complications of
checkpointingg and migration.
Fromm the requirements defined above, it follows that Dynamite must incorporatee a checkpoint/migration facility and location independent task identifiers,, in order to support transparent process migration. The checkpoint/migrationn functionality in Dynamite is based on the ideas of the facility providedd by the Condor system. Dynamite extended the checkpoint protocol to
safelyy checkpoint communicating parallel tasks without loss of messages. The
locationn independent task identifiers, or virtual task identifiers, guarantee a
uniquee name space for tasks independent of their location. Thus the same task
cann be addressed with the same task identifier after migration. Compare the
virtuall task identifiers with virtual memory addresses: the virtual memory addresss can be mapped to different physical addresses during the execution of a
program. .
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Thiss section describes the extensions to PVM that are necessary to support
dynamicc load balancing within the runtime support system. In order to implementt task migration, see Section 7.5.3, functionalities in the PVM daemon
pvmdpvmd and library pvmlib need to be enhanced with checkpoint/migration mechanisms. .
Itt is essential to note that the intertask communication, viz., message routingg by the pvmd, is strongly affected by the added functionality of task migration.. Therefore, we need to develop a methodology to guarantee the transparencyy and correctness of this intertask communication.
Thee extensions to the pvmd and pvmlib must not change the PVM programmingg interface and semantics, such t h a t source code portability is guaranteed.
Thee packet routing by the pvmd ensures migration transparency. With this
approach,, any standard PVM application can be linked and executed with the
Dynamitee system without a modification to the source code of this application,
thuss hiding the complexity for the end-user.

7.5.11 The Scheduler
Althoughh the scheduler is not considered an integral part of Dynamite, its role
andd interface is mentioned here. In line with the top-down perspective of the
wide-areaa and local site scheduler, the Dynamite scheduler resides beneath
thee local site scheduler. The local site resource manager is the authority that
allocatess the resources for the Dynamite cluster. The Dynamite scheduler acts
ass a resource manager within this Dynamite cluster, that is, it decides when
too migrate a task and to which host it is moved. In addition, the Dynamite
schedulerr can request or relinquish resources in interaction with the the local
resourcee manager.
Inn this scenario, the Dynamite scheduler largely determines the efficacy of
thee Dynamite system in its aim for load balancing. The development of good
algorithmss or heuristics for load balancing is a study in itself and is beyond
thee scope of this thesis. The current scheduler decides on (re-)allocation of processorss for tasks, based on gathered load information of the workstation pool.
Thee scheduler was developed in collaboration with the University of Paderborn
withinn the Dynamite project (van Albada et al. 1999).
Thee scheduler consists of two functional components: resource monitoring
andd a migration decider. The resource monitors and migration decider are
implementedd as normal PVM tasks. This approach makes the incorporation
off new scheduling strategies flexible and provides for a flexible experimental
platformm for studying the effectivity of the different load balancing disciplines.
AA consequence of implementing the scheduling components as PVM tasks, is
t h a tt an additional interface must be provided to enable the migration decider
too interact with the Dynamite system, in particular with the PVM daemons.
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Too this end, the pvmlib is extended with an interface routine, pvmmove ( t i d ,
h o s t ) ,, that initiates the migration of task t i d to the specified host h o s t .
Resourcee Monitoring
Thee monitoring subsystem keeps track of the load on the hosts and the communicationn between the tasks. In order to make migration decisions, the following
informationn is administered:
nominal capacity on each node (CPU, memory, disk space);
current load on each node;
required capacity for each task;
network capacity for each task;
communication pattern for each task.
Eachh of these items can be measured at execution time by the monitoring subsystem,, but we assume t h a t node capacity and network properties are sufficientlyy stable that they can best be specified beforehand by the system administratorr (see Brune et al. (1997a) for further details).
Becausee of the assumed dynamic behavior of the application and the system
load,, the other items need to be obtained by the monitoring subsystem. Informationn about load and capacity must be collected from all nodes of the cluster,
alsoo those where currently no task of the parallel application is running. This
iss accomplished by running a small monitoring slave on each node (Fig 7.5).
Thee statistics obtained by the monitor slaves are sent to the monitor master
processs that is not only responsible for maintaining the whole cluster statistics,
butt also has to make migration decisions. The information on communication
patternss is obtained directly from the DPVM environment. Therefore, DPVM
hass been enhanced by a message monitoring thread. This thread keeps track
off each message sent and received. These communication statistics are also
sentt to the monitor master process.
Migrationn Decider
Thee migration decider is the main part of the scheduler thread that is executed
periodicallyy by the monitor master process. Based on the monitored data, the
migrationn decider has to judge where and when to migrate a task from an
overloadedd node. Additionally, the task to be moved causes some constraints on
thee migration decision. Therefore, the master load monitor has to supply some
normalizedd values about the attributes CPU, memory, and disk swap space of
eachh node and additionally the available network capacity.
Thee increasing interest in distributed computing has lead to intensive scientificc research in load balancing schemes for distributed memory systems, see
forr example Decker et al. (1998). Because not every load balancing scheme is
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Figuree 7.5: Capacity and message monitoring.
applicablee to every application, the migration decider has been designed in a
flexibleflexible manner to support a broad range of applications. For the first prototype
wee have implemented a straightforward solution with a greedy-like algorithm
andd a constraints list. The details of the algorithm are beyond the scope of the
thesis,, and can be found in van Albada et al. (1999).

7.5.22

Consistent Checkpointing Through Critical Sections

Too implement dynamic load balancing by task migration, the runtime support
systemm must be able to create an image of the running process, the so-called
checkpoint.checkpoint. A checkpoint of an active process consists of the state and data of
thee process, together with some additional information to recreate the process.
Too incorporate file I/O migration, the state vector also includes information
aboutt open files together with their modes, file descriptors, etc.
AA complication with checkpointing communicating PVM tasks, is that the
statee of the process also includes the communication status of the socket connections.. Thus, to save the state of the process, the interprocess communication
mustt also be in a well-defined state. Since suspension of the related communicatingg task is not desirable, the task should not be communicating with anotherr task at the moment a checkpoint is created. To prohibit the creation of
processs checkpoints during communication, we apply the notion of critical sectionstions and embed all interprocess communication operations in such sections.
Checkpointingg can only take place outside a critical section. When a checkpointt signal arrives during the execution of a critical section, the checkpointing
iss deferred.
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Thee checkpointing functionality is implemented in the dynamic loader, to
whichh the following changes have been made:
it can handle a checkpoint signal (SIGUSRl);
it can treat a checkpoint file just like any other executable;
it wraps certain system and library calls:
-- for open files (a.o., open, w r i t e , c r e a t ) ,
-- for memory allocation (mmap, munmap, and mremap*);
cross-checkpoint data is stored separately.
Whenn a checkpoint signal is sent to the process, control is passed to the
checkpointt handler. First of all the current signal status and the contents of the
processorr registers are saved. Next, the name and location of the checkpoint
filefile is determined. The checkpoint file is placed in a directory which must
bee accessible from all the nodes in the cluster. After saving the signal mask
andd the status of open files, the checkpoint itself is created. Basically, the
checkpointt handler saves the address space of the process: the text segment,
thee data segment, the stack, the dynamically allocated pages, and the shared
librariess used.
Restartingg the checkpoint is realized by running the checkpoint binary.
Whenn the binary is run, the dynamic loader is executed first. As soon as the
dynamicc loader is finished, control is passed to the actual program. The Dynamitee dynamic loader has some extra functionality included. One of the first
thingss this loader tries to locate is the special section containing the name of
thee checkpoint file. If such a section is present, it knows that it is restoring form
aa checkpoint, and specialized subroutines take care of a proper handling of the
process'' segments. The signal status and processor registers are restored, and
thee process resumes its execution at the point where it was checkpointed.
Thee wrapped system calls enables the checkpointing/restoring facility to
deall with open files. Basically, these wrapper routines invoke the original
C-libraryy calls, doing some extra administration, which allow the open file
connectionss to be restored properly. The system call mmap is wrapped as the
memoryy allocated by this system call must be restored too. This implies that
alll the memory allocations done by mmap have to be monitored as well. The
cross-checkpointt storage is used to preserve data structures across a checkpoint/restart,, such as the mapping of the shared libraries used by the process
orr the status of the open files.

7.5.33 The Migration Protocol
Thee main objective of the Dynamite migration facility is transparency of the
migrationn protocol, i.e., to allow for the movement of tasks without affecting
** Linux specific.
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thee operation of other tasks in the system. With respect to the individual task
selectedd for migration this implies transparent suspension and resumption of
execution:: the task has no notion t h a t it is migrated to another host, and the
communicationn can be delayed without failure, triggered by migration of one of
thee tasks.
Inn the task migration protocol we distinguish four phases:
1.. create new process context at destination host;
2.. the new routing information is broadcasted;
3.. disconnect task from its local pvmd and checkpoint task;
4.. move task to its new host, and restart and reconnect the task to its new
pvmd. pvmd.
Thee first step in the migration protocol is the creation of a new process
contextt at the destination host by sending a message to the pvmd representing
t h a tt host. A new PVM task context is created, so that the PVM daemon can
acceptt any messages addressed to the migrating task and temporarily store
them. .
Next,, all the PVM daemons but the source and the destination one are notifiedfied t h a t a migration is about to take place. The daemons update their routing
information,, so that messages sent via the daemons to the migrating task are
sentt to the destination node, see also Section 7.5.4.
Thee checkpoint phase (the third step) is executed on the source node, i.e.,
thee node the task runs on before the migration takes place. First, routing
informationn is updated, so that any messages sent to the migrating task via the
PVMM daemon are forwarded to the destination node instead of being delivered
locally.. Finally, the task finds out that it is to be migrated. A SIGUSRl signal
iss sent to the task by the PVM daemon. Control is passed to the checkpoint
signall handler in the Dynamite dynamic loader. However, before the actual
checkpointingg takes place, the communication between this task and its PVM
daemonn and the other tasks has to be flushed. The signal handler invokes a
DPVMM function that reads all the available data from all the connections, closes
thee task connections and sends the final TM_MIG migration message to the local
PVMM daemon. Subsequently, the checkpoint handler creates the checkpoint file
andd terminates the process.
Inn the final restart stage, executed on the destination node, the task is
restartedd at the new location using the s p a w n _ t a s k function. In the process
off restarting the task from the checkpoint file, the dynamic loader invokes a
DPVMM function t h a t reconnects the restored task to the PVM daemon on the
destinationn node. Control is passed back to the application code, and the PVM
daemonn can finally deliver all the messages addressed to the migrating task
whichh it had to store during the migration.
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7.5.44 Packet Routing and Direct Connections
Inn message passing environments like PVM, the process identifier or task identifier,, task id for short, is a unique identifier which serves as the task's address
andd therefore may be distributed to other PVM tasks for communication purposes.. For this reason the task id must remain unchanged during the lifetime
off a task, even when the task is migrated.
Indirectt Connections
Byy default, PVM tasks use indirect connections to communicate with each
other.. In this mode, messages between tasks are routed through two PVM
daemons,, local to the source and destination tasks. As a consequence, PVM
applicationn tasks do not have any remote network connections open, their only
communicationn channel is with the daemon.
Ass the task ids must remain unchanged over migrations, this has implicationss for the packet routing of messages. The task id contains the host identifier
att which the task is enrolled and a task sequence number (local to the host).
Thiss information is used by the PVM daemon to route packets to their destination,, i.e., to the appropriate PVM daemon and task. When a task is migrated
too another host, this routing information is not correct anymore. Therefore,
ann additional routing functionality must be incorporated in the PVM daemon
routingg software in order to support the migration of tasks.
Ann important design constraint is that the routing facility must be highly
efficientt and should not impose additional limitations on the scalability. This
iss accomplished by maintaining in the PVM daemons the routing tables for

Routingg table
b11 - > d
pvmdd C

Figuree 7.6: Routing tables keep track of the migrated tasks.
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migratedd tasks, which contains the current locations of migrated tasks (see
Fig.. 7.6). These routing tables are consulted for all inter-task communication.
Uponn migration of a task, the routing table of the PVM daemons are updated
too reflect the change in location of the migrated task. How this is accomplished
wass described in the previous section. Figure 7.6 depicts the migration of a
taskk attached to pvmd B and the subsequent routing table update.
D i r e c tt Connections
Too improve efficiency, an alternative direct communication mode is available on
applicationn request. In this mode, tasks t h a t wish to communicate with each
otherr can establish a direct TCP/IP network connection between themselves.
Speciall care must be taken when migrating a task that has direct connectionss with other tasks, or else messages t h a t are being processed or are cached
inn the kernel buffers will be lost during the migration.
Inn the first two stages of the migration protocol, along with updating the
routingg information, DPVM notifies all the PVM tasks that a migration is about
too take place. Because it is important that the tasks reply in a timely manner,
PVMM daemons also send SIGURG signal along with the migration notification
messages.. It is the responsibility of the asynchronously invoked signal handler
functionn to handle this message.
Inn the checkpoint stage, the checkpoint signal handler of the migrating task
sendss an end-of-connection (TC_EOC) message via all the open direct connections.. The remote tasks read all the data from the connection until they receive
TC_EOC,, at which point they send the TC_EOC message back. The migrating
taskk reads all the data on its side of the connection, and closes the connectionn upon receipt of TC EOC. As a result of the close on the migrating side, the
remotee tasks receive EOF at this point, and can close the connection on their
side. .
Anyy messages t h a t were only partially sent by the migrating task are fully
resentt after the task is restarted. Any messages that were partially sent by
thee remote tasks are fully resent via PVM daemons, i.e., indirectly. The direct
connectionn is reestablished as soon as the migrating task restarts and there
aree new messages to be sent.

7.66

Performance Evaluation

Originally,, DPVM was developed on a network of IBM AIX/32 machines
(Dikkenn et al. 1994). Further development of DPVM and later Dynamite
hass been accomplished on Sun workstations operating under SunOS4 and Solariss (Vesseur et al. 1995), and PC's running Linux. Dynamite currently supportss applications written for PVM 3.3.x, running under Solaris/UltraSPARC
2.5.11 and 2.6 and Linux/i386 2.0 and 2.2 (Iskra et al. 2000). From the user's
perspective,, all that is needed is to relink the application with Dynamite's versionn of the PVM libraries and with the Dynamite dynamic loader.
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Thee stability of the Dynamite environment has been assessed by a series
off tests under Solaris and Linux. Dynamite has been used to make over 2500
successfull migrations of large processes (over 20 MB of memory image size) of
aa commercial PVM application PAM-CRASH (Clinckemaillie et al. 1997) using
directt connections, after which the application finished normally.
Thee performance evaluation of Dynamite is accomplished by four different
experiments:: (i) communication performance evaluation, (ii) migration overheadd evaluation, (iii) evaluation by the NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) suite,
andd (iv) the GRAIL simulation application. The focus of the first two experimentss is on the increased overhead of Dynamite compared to standard PVM.
Thee third series of experiments explores the efficacy of the Dynamite environmentt (including scheduler) for a number of parallel benchmark kernels with
differentt computation and communication behavior. The last experiment measuress the performance of Dynamite for a large scientific finite-element model
simulation,, called GRAIL (de Ronde et al. 1997b).

7.6.11 Measuring DPVM Communication Overhead
Thee basic communication properties of a message-passing system, such as latencytency time and throughput bandwidth, can be measured by the well-known
ping-pongping-pong experiment. With the ping-pong experiment, series of messages of
differentt sizes are sent between two tasks. The initiating task sends a messagee to the second task, the second task receives the message into a buffer, and
immediatelyy returns it to the initiating task. Half the time of this message
ping-pongg is recorded as the time t to send a message of length n.
Thee ping-pong experiments are performed for both the standard PVM implementationn as well as the DPVM implementation, with message size ranging
fromm 1 byte to 100 KB. The experimental results obtained for Solaris and Linux
aree presented in Fig. 7.7 and Table 7.1. The Solaris network consists of Sun
Ultraa 5/10 workstations interconnected by switched 100 Mb/s Fast Ethernet.
Thee Linux cluster is equipped with Pentium Pro 200 MHz nodes and is also
interconnectedd by switched 100 Mb/s Fast Ethernet.
Fromm Fig. 7.7, we can see that in all cases DPVM has (little) increased communicationn costs. This stems from two factors:
signal blocking/unblocking on entry and exit from PVM functions (functionn call overhead);
extra header in message fragments (communication overhead).
Thee first factor adds a fixed amount of time for every PVM communication call,
whereass the second one increases the communication time by a constant percentage.. For small message sizes, the signal blocking/unblocking factor dominatess over the extra header information factor, since there is little communicationn and the message is not fragmented into multiple packets. The DPVM
overheadd for 1 byte messages ranges from 25% for direct communication under
Linuxx to 4% for indirect communication under Solaris. Although the DPVM
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Figuree 7.7: Communication performance of PVM and DPVM for Solaris and d
Linux. .
directt communication overhead is significant, we must point out that it representss the worst-case scenario, as t h e relatively fast direct communication is
hurdledd by a fixed signal blocking/unblocking overhead, resulting in a large
overheadd percentage.
Ass the message size increases, the overhead of extra message header informationn in message fragments becomes more dominant. The DPVM overhead
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PVM M
latency y throughput t
(MB/s) )
(msec) )
Solaris s
indirect t
direct t
Linux x
indirect t
direct t

DVPM M
latency y throughput t
(msec) )
(MB/s) )

1.57 7
0.59 9

1.64 4
4.01 1

1.63 3
0.66 6

1.61 1
3.77 7

1.01 1
0.42 2

1.73 3
3.42 2

1.15 5
0.52 2

1.67 7
3.30 0

Tablee 7.1: Latency and throughput performance of PVM and DPVM for Solaris
andd Linux.

forr 100 KB messages eventually becomes 2% for indirect communication and
8%% for direct communication under Solaris, and is 4% for both direct and indirectt communication under Linux. The extra message header overhead can be
tunedd by changing the PVM/DPVM message fragment size. By increasing the
packett size, a smaller number of fragments are necessary per message sent.
However,, the overhead for small messages increases, as the packets sent betweenn the tasks will be largely empty.

7.6.22 Checkpoint and Migration Overhead
Thee checkpoint and migration experiments measure the DPVM load balance
overheadd for various process sizes. A simple ping-pong type program communicatingg once a few seconds via direct connection was used, process size was
sett with a single large mal l o c call. The experiments measure the executing
timee of each of the four migration stages (see Section 7.5.3). The average resultss over five experiments for Solaris and Linux are shown in Fig. 7.8. The
standardd deviation a is smaller than 10%.
Thee results from the experiments show that the major part of the load balancingg overhead is due to checkpointing and restarting. The migration protocol
andd connection flushing amount together to approximately 0.01-0.03 seconds,
andd are not depicted in Fig. 7.8. The checkpoint and restart times are limited
byy the speed of the shared file system. On the two platforms used, the Solariss network and Linux cluster, the bandwidth of the NFS system is 4-5 MB/s
overr the 100 Mb/s network. From the figure we can see that the checkpoint
timess under Solaris and Linux approximately increase linearly with process
size.. However, the restoring phase in Linux takes more or less a constant
amountt of time, while it grows with the process size under Solaris.
Thee difference in restore times between Solaris and Linux is due to differencess in the implemented memory allocation strategy in mal l o c . For large
memoryy allocations, Linux creates a new memory segment (separate from the
heap)) using mmap, whereas Solaris always allocates from the heap with s b r k .
Whenn restoring, the head and stack are restored with r e a d (see Section 7.5.3),
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Figuree 7.8: Checkpoint and migration performance of DPVM.
whichh forces an immediate data transfer. However, for the other segments the
Linuxx implementation takes advantage of mmap, which uses a more advanced
pagepage on demand technique, delaying network transfer until the data is actuallyy needed. Since the allocated memory region is not needed to reconnect to
thee PVM daemon, the time it takes to restart the task is constant under Linux.
Clearly,, delays may be incurred later, when the mmapped memory is accessed
andd loaded.
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7.6.33 NAS Parallel Benchmarks
Thee NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) § is a suite of applications used by the Numericall Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) Program at NASA for the performance
analysiss of parallel computers. The benchmark suite consists of five "kernels"
andd three simulated applications which mimic the computational behavior of
largee scale computational fluid dynamics applications. A unique property of
thee NPB is that the applications are specified algorithmically. The implementationn of the NPB kernels used in the experiments with DPVM are described
inn White et al. (1995).
Thee characteristic behavior of the NBP kernels used in the performance
analysiss of PVM and DPVM are:
CGG The communication patterns in the conjugate gradient kernel are longdistancee and unstructured.
E PP The embarrassingly parallel kernel is based on a trivial partitionable problemm requiring little or no communication between processors.
F TT In the 3-D Fast Fourier Transformation, the communication patters are
structuredd and long distance.
I SS Integer sort performs rankings of equally distributed integer keys; the communicationn is frequent and relatively low-volume, and the pattern of communicationn is a fully connected graph.
MGG The 3-D multigrid solver is characterized by highly structured short- and
long-distancee communication patterns.
Thee NPB experiments are performed on eight nodes of the DAS Linux clusterr (Pentium Pro 200 MHz and 100 MB/s Fast Ethernet). The nodes are exclusivelyy reserved for the experiments. The NPB kernels are configured to
usee four computation tasks each, running for approximately 30 minutes in the
optimall situation without background load. The number of available nodes exceedss the number of tasks of the NPB kernel. Thus, during the execution of the
benchmarkss some of the nodes are idle, which allows the Dynamite scheduler
too migrate PVM tasks from overloaded nodes to idle nodes.
Thee NPB kernels are executed and timed for three situations: (i) no backgroundd load, (ii) with background load, and (iii) with background load and
Dynamitee scheduling and migration. Without background load, the compute
nodess are fully dedicated to the NPB kernels, and the timings are used as a
referencee performance. The external background load is generated by running
aa single computationally intensive process for five minutes on each node used
byy the benchmark kernel. In this way, one node at a time is overloaded using
aa round-robin schedule. The performance results of the NPB kernels for the
threee situations are shown in Table 7.2.
§

http://www.nas.nasa.gov/NAS/NPB/ /
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CG G 1795 5
E P P 1620 0
FT T 1859 9
IS S 1511 1
MG G 1756 6
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load d
ckpt. . migra-size e tions s
noo Dynamite Dynamite e
33522 (+87%) 22266 (+24%) 199 MB 8 8
19199 (+18%) 17733 (+9%) 144 MB 6 6
26933 (+45%) 22377 (+20%) 31MB B 8 8
16888 (+12%) 17588 (+16%) 41MB B 9 9
24666 (+40%) 18633 (+6%) 177 MB 6 6

Tablee 7.2: Execution times of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (in seconds).
Thee performance results in Table 7.2 show that the execution times with
backgroundd load increase for both situations, whether with or without Dynamite.. However, the performance results with Dynamite scheduling and migrationn significantly improve with respect to the results without Dynamite,
reducingg the percentage of slowdown by a factor two to six. One notable exceptionn is the IS kernel, for which Dynamite scheduling and migration diminishes
thee performance results compared to the results without Dynamite. The relativee difference in slowdown percentages of the NPB kernels depends on the
computationn and communication characteristics of the respective benchmark
kernel. .
Figuree 7.9 presents the execution progress of three NPB kernels: conjugate
gradient,, embarrassing parallel, and integer sort. These three benchmarks
eachh show different computation and communication characteristics, resulting
inn significant different performance slowdown figures. The figures show the
dataa for one of the tasks of the parallel benchmark. The left column presents
thee time spent on executing each individual step (ideally, this should be constant),, whereas the right column presents the accumulative execution time.
Thee results for the CG kernel are shown in Fig 7.9(a). The execution of the
CGG benchmark slows down 87% when subjected to external background load.
Thee considerable slowdown indicates that a substantial amount of execution
timee must be spent on computation, thus the CG kernel and the external backgroundd load compete for computing resources (CPU time). Furthermore, the
communicationn pattern of the benchmark (loosely synchronous, global communication)) forces all the other process to wait for the one lagging behind. The
computationall intensiveness and the loosely synchronous global communicationn pattern of the CG kernel makes t h a t the overall performance of the benchmarkk severely drops. The scheduling capability in Dynamite is able to migrate
thee CG task from an overloaded to an idle processor; see also the short periods
off increased execution time in the left figure of Fig 7.9(a), while the results
withoutt Dynamite show constantly increased execution time per step.
Thee performance results for the E P kernel in Fig 7.9(b) show a different
picture.. The "embarrassingly parallel" benchmark is based on trivial partitionabilityy of the problem, while incurring no data or functional dependencies,
andd requiring little or no communication between processors. The external
backgroundd load significantly hampers the performance of the affected task,
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Figuree 7.9: Execution progress of NAS parallel benchmarks: the time to executee one step (left) and the accumulative time (right).
butt has almost no influence on the other tasks (the execution times per step coincidencee for the "no load" and "load" figures in Fig. 7.9(b) where other tasks of
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thee benchmark are affected by the external background load). The gain of Dynamitee scheduling is limited, as the overall performance of the EP benchmark
iss only partially determined by the individual tasks.
Thee IS benchmark is in particular a communication intensive application.
Inn Fig. 7.9(c), we see that the IS performance is only slightly affected by the
externall background load, as most of the execution time is spent on communication:: frequent and in large-volume. The pattern of communication is a fully
connectedd graph. The performance of Dynamite is slightly worse than the resultss without any scheduling and migration. Although the migration decisions
off Dynamite's scheduler are not unreasonable, there is little performance gain
t h a tt fails to exceed the migration costs, which is rather high in the IS benchmarkk because of large process size (41 MB).
Thee large process size of the FT kernel (31 MB) also limits the attainable
performancee of Dynamite over no scheduling and migration. The slowdown
reductionn from 45% to 20% would be significant larger if the processes to be
migratedd were smaller.

7.6.44 The GRAIL Finite-Element Model Simulation
Thee GRAIL simulation application is a finite element model of a gravitationall radiation antenna (de Ronde et al. 1997a). The finite element model
iss parallelized by decomposition of a finite-element mesh. The parallel finiteelementt simulation is time-driven, using loosely synchronous communication
too exchange the subdomain boundaries between the neighbors. The computation/communicationn behavior of the GRAIL simulation kernel is characterized
ass computational intensive with regular communication patterns of large messages. .
AA series of GRAIL simulation experiments is executed on the DAS clusterr to evaluate the effectiveness of Dynamite for a real-world large scientific
simulationn application. The series of experiments is carried out without externall background load for PVM, DPVM, and DPVM with scheduler; and with
externall background load for DPVM and DPVM with scheduler. The parallel
simulationn consists of 3 tasks running on 4 nodes. The checkpoint size of the
GRAILL tasks is 8.5 MB. The results of the experiments are presented in Tablee 7.3. The individual results are the average over three experiments, with
standardd deviation a smaller than 10%.
parallell environment exec,, time
1854 4
1 1 PVM M
1880 0
2 2 DPVM M
1914 4
3 3 DPVMM + sched.
3286 6
4 4 DPVMM + load
5 5 DPVMM + sched. + load 2564 4
Tablee 7.3: Execution time of the GRAIL application (in seconds).
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Thee first three rows in Table 7.3 show the increased costs of DPVM and
DPVMM with scheduler over PVM, if there is no external background load. The
executionn time increased with 1.5% for DPVM, and is accounted to the criticall section locking and the extra communication overhead t h a t is necessary
forr transparent message routing to migrated tasks. On top of this overhead,
DPVMM with scheduler and monitoring, i.e, the complete Dynamite environment,, accounts for another 2% overhead. As there is no migration of the tasks,
thiss 2% overhead is interpreted as the monitoring overhead.
Thee fourth and fifth set of experiments include an artificial, external backgroundd load. The external background load is a single, CPU-intensive process
thatt runs for 600 seconds on each node in turn, using a round-robin schedule.
Inn the fourth set, the monitoring and scheduling subsystem is not running, and
DPVMM does not migrate tasks from overloaded nodes. A considerable slowdown
off 75% over DPVM without background load is observed. The computational
intensivee GRAIL simulation is fairly sensitive to the presence of external backgroundd load. Furthermore, the loosely synchronous communication between
thee simulation tasks results in an overall performance of the GRAIL simulationn that suffers from the background load, and results in the significant slowdown.. The fifth set of experiments combines the external background load with
monitoringg and scheduling; thus the complete Dynamite environment, includingg the presence of external background load. The results in Table 7.3 show
thatt Dynamite manages to reduce the slowdown percentage from 75% to 34%.
Thiss remaining 34% slowdown is contributed to the following factors:
•• the delay before the monitor notices increase in load on the node, and to
makee the migration decision;
•• the non-zero costs of the migration; and
•• the master task, which is started directly from the shell, cannot be migrated;; when the round-robin schedule of the external background load
skipss the node with the master task, the slowdown decreases further by
10%. .
Figuree 7.10 depicts the execution progress of the GRAIL simulation for
threee sets of experiments: (i) PVM, (ii) DPVM with background load, and (iii)
DPVMM with monitor and scheduler, and background load. The figure shows
thee progress in iterations of the GRAIL simulation versus the execution time.
Thee performance figure for PVM is a straight line with the largest angle. The
otherr two lines are the performance figures for DPVM with background load,
withh and without scheduling, and show some discontinuities due to background
loadd and task migration. Initially, the progress of both experiments is slower
thann the PVM experiment—as the load is initially applied to the node with the
masterr task, no migrations take place. After approximately 600 seconds, the
backgroundd load moves to another node. Subsequently, in the case where the
monitoringg and scheduling subsystem runs, the scheduler migrates the applicationn task from the overloaded node, and the progress improves significantly,
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Figuree 7.10: Execution progress of GEAIL for three cases. Note that the plain
PVMM run was made without an external background load, whereas both DPVM
runss were done with such a background load.
comingg close to the performance of PVM without any background load (performancee line of DPVM with scheduling shows same angle). For the experiment
withh DPVM without the monitoring and scheduling subsystem running, there
iss no observable change in the performance at this point. However, DPVM
withoutt scheduler does improve between 1800 and 2400 seconds from the start,
t h a tt is when the idle node is overloaded. After 2400 seconds from the start, the
nodee with the master task is overloaded again, so the performance deteriorates
inn both DPVM cases.
Figuree 7.11 shows two typical Dynamite execution runs of the GRAIL simulationn in a heterogeneous environment. The execution time of both simulation
runss is approximately 1:15 hours. The two figures depict the CPU percentagee (the CPU time divided by the elapsed time) of the DPVM tasks during
thee GRAIL simulation. The results are taken from simulation runs with four
taskss on a network of workstations (Solaris/UltraSPARC). The host pool consistss often workstations with different relative speed 1 , varying from 500, 900,
1000,, to 1150. One can see from the figures that for most of the time, the four
taskss are assigned different CPU percentages. As the GRAIL simulation has a
looselyy synchronous communication pattern, the tasks on the fastest workstationn experience longer idle times than tasks on the slower workstations. This
translatess to lower CPU percentages for the tasks on the faster workstations,
andd vice versa.
Thee external background load consists of two components. First, the regular
backgroundd load generated by other users working at their workstations. Sec'"Thee relative speed is determined by running a small computation kernel.
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Figuree 7.11: Two typical DPVM execution runs of the GRAIL simulation with
fourr tasks and a host pool often processors. The relative speed of the processors
inn the host pool varies from 500, 900, 1000, to 1150. The migrations are denoted
byy the vertical lines.
ond,, there is an artificial background load imposed on each workstation in turn
forr 300 seconds, in a round-robin schedule. These external background load factorss bring about the large fluctuations in the CPU percentage in Fig. 7.11. But
evenn in the ideal situation without background load, we observe fluctuations
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inn the GRAIL simulation progress due to the heterogeneity of the workstation
pool.. By this heterogeneity, it is difficult to interpret the figures directly. The
schedulerr relates the relative speed of the processor with the measured CPU
percentage.. In this way the scheduler is successful in making sensible migrationn decisions. The migrations are denoted by vertical lines in the figures.
Duringg the GRAIL simulation run in Fig 7.11(a), there were 11 migrations.
Thee first migration was almost at the start of the execution. The second migrationn around iteration 1900 in Fig 7.11(a) is more prominent. It demarcates
thee migration of task 2 from the overloaded node to an lightly loaded node,
resultingg in a significant overall performance improvement. The concerning
nodee was overloaded two minutes before the scheduler made the decision to
migratee task 2 (see the period of reduced performance in Fig 7.11(a). A similarr situation appears just before the third migration, where task 3 is migrated.
Heree however, task 3 is moved from a relative fast, overloaded workstation to a
moderatee fast, slightly loaded workstation, so there is less global performance
impact.. Other migrations with a global performance impact are migrations
five,five, seven, eight, nine, and eleven. Figure 7.11(b) gives a similar impression
off the GRAIL simulation execution. Although twelve migration are shown in
thee figure, actually fifteen migrations are made. Three of the migrations were
doublee migrations, where two tasks were migrated at the same time (namely
migrationss one, five, and twelve).

7.77

Summary and Discussion

Thee Dynamite environment provides a robust framework for load balancing,
wheree the runtime support system migrates tasks from a parallel program
whenn necessary. The overhead incorporated with dynamic load balancing is
smalll compared to the possible costs of load imbalance. Experiments show
aa slight performance penalty in a well-balanced system (less than 5%), but
significantt performance gains can be obtained for task migration in an unbalancedd system. The communication and checkpoint overhead experiments in
Sectionss 7.6.1 and 7.6.2 indicate that the Dynamite system provides efficient
taskk migration support. The experiments in a controlled highly dynamic clusterr environment (see Sections 7.6.3 and 7.6.4) exposes the ability of Dynamite
too react to changes in the cluster environment and reduce the turnaround time
off the applications. The eventual success of Dynamite depends on the schedulingg strategy.
Thee concept of implementing the checkpoint/restart facilities in the dynamic
loaderr and using it to migrate PVM tasks has been proven to work in practice.
Thee architecture of Dynamite is modular so that it can easily be adapted to
specificc application requirements. For example, it is possible to use just the
dynamicc loader of Dynamite and get checkpoint/restart facilities for sequentiall jobs t h a t do not use PVM. Also, in the development phase this modularityy is used for experimentation with various migration policies. It is even not
requiredd to use the Dynamite monitor/scheduler: the user can migrate tasks
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manuallyy from the PVM console (using the new move command) or from customm programs (using the new pvm_move function call).
Thee future development of Dynamite aims to provide a complete integrated
solutionn for dynamic load balancing of parallel jobs on networks of workstationss or clusters. To realize such an environment, a number of enhancements
havee to be included, such as support for MPI and generic support for the migrationn of TCP/IP sockets. The need for MPI support is motivated by the large
userr base, whereas support for migration of TCP/IP sockets is motivated by
thee potential large application base. With support for the migration of TCP/IP
sockets,, a large number of parallel applications, either developed with PVM,
MPI,, or another parallel programming environment based on TCP/IP communication,, can benefit from the virtues of dynamic load balancing by task migration.. Besides message-passing parallel programs, support for shared-memory
parallell programs is projected. The definition of the OpenMP standard (Dagum
andd Menon 1998) for shared-memory parallel programs allows for an excellent
opportunityy to include support for dynamic task migration of shared-memory
parallell programs in Dynamite.
Anotherr research line is the integration of Dynamite into the Polder metacomputer.. The key issue in the integration is the interplay of the Dynamite
schedulerr with the local resource manager. The design and implementation of
moree advanced scheduling strategies will be directed by experimental validationn of the strategies in the resource management simulation model, which is
developedd within the Polder metacomputer framework (Santoso et al. 2000).
Thee DAS distributed supercomputer provides an excellent experimental platformm to implement and validate different the designs of components in the
Polderr metacomputer. The DAS architecture with high speed local-area and
wide-areaa network, grasps the characteristics of the prototypical metacomputerr of the near future. In this respect, the various issues in wide-area
schedulingg and local site scheduling have to be included in the DAS resource
management. .
Finally,, the application of Dynamite as a runtime support system for the
APSISS Time Warp simulation environment is a challenging research topic. The
dynamicc computational requirements of the optimistic Time Warp simulation
protocoll seems to perfectly match the ability of Dynamite to dynamically rebalancee the computational load over the processors. However, there are some
differentt considerations for optimistic Time Warp simulations than for parallel
applicationss in general. First, the notion of progress or useful work in optimisticc simulation is not easily translated to CPU percentage. Consider for
examplee a simulation process t h a t inhibits trashing behavior, i.e., spends more
timee on protocol overhead than on forward simulation. Such a process can have
aa high CPU percentage, while the amount of progress is almost zero. Thus the
monitor/schedulerr subsystem must be provided with the internal Time Warp
kernell statistics such as event rate, rollback rate, and committed event rate.
Anotherr consideration is the simulation class that can benefit from dynamic
loadd balancing on a network of workstations. The potentially advantageous
simulationn application has irregular internal workloads and is an instance of a
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classs of applications that are self-initiated (Nicol 1991). In this self-initiated applicationn class, the simulation processes typically schedule most of their events
too themselves, which leads to relatively few remote messages making this class
off applications well suited for networks of workstations, which are known to
havee high communication overheads.

